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Come Join Us !
Feeling “Lucky”?
Try your hand at the
Marble Game!

“Wings In The Wilds”
The marble game is still going and at the
November gathering you will have a 1 in 2
chance of winning! If your ticket is pulled, you
could win over $372! The extra cash would be
nice this time of the year.

Chapter Directors
Pam and Bill
Crissman
Hello All,

Bill and I would like to wish everyone a Happy
Thanksgiving and if you are traveling, or have
family traveling to be with you, please be safe.
Remember why we celebrate this time of year;
we all have so much to be thankful for.

The time of year is here again when the Wings
are covered for the winter and we start to
anticipate the next year’s riding season. When
you read this letter, it will be just a few weeks
until the Thanksgiving holiday. All that is left of Please continue to remember Debbie
the 2015 riding season is our memories.
Carlson as she continues to heal.

George and Kathie Simcox... “Thank

Have fun, be safe, and
learn something new!

Brian and Beth Hetrick...the games were

Bill and Pam

You!” for inviting Chapter I to the Party Barn
for yet another great Halloween party.
so much fun and we didn’t even have to eat
anything crazy. The food was also delicious,
and what can you say about M & M Magic?
These young men are great!

Crissman
Chapter Directors

Remember that on November 7, we will be
having our Fall Harvest Dinner at Gary and
Carol Doverspike’s. Please be sure to
reserve this date and plan on attending. It is
going to be a good time with great food and
wonderful fellowship.
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For Sale:

From the
Goodies Department…
Chapter Wear

*1989 QUICK CAMP Motorcycle Pop Up
camper. Excellent shape. Asking
$1000. Contact Mel Smith at 592-5350.

A variety of Chapter Wear items
are available from the suppliers below.

Secco Designs

*WINDWARD Camper. Gently used.
King-sized bed with 6 x 6 sitting area.
If seriously interested, call
Dick at 814-856-3222.

If ordered “in quantity” from Secco Designs,
prices are as follows.
Polo Shirts:
Small to XL $12.00*
2XL
$13.00*
3XL to 5XL $14.00*
T-Shirts:
Short Sleeve Long Sleeve
Small to XL $ 8.00*
$11.00*
2XL
$ 9.00*
$12.00*
3XL to 5XL $10.00*
$13.00*
Hoodie Sweatshirt:
Small to XL $25.00*
2XL
$26.00*
3XL to 5XL $28.00*
* Name added is $1.00 added to the price

*MARKLAND Heal/Toe Shifter &
Floorboards. Fits GL1500. Very good
condition with little if any rust. Asking
price reduced to $250. Contact Gary &
Lori Schill at 814-229-6314.
*Driver backrest for GL1500. Adjustable
from front-to-back using chromed sliding
tubes. Retails for about $210. Asking
price reduced to $50. Contact Gary & Lori
Schill at 814-229-6314.

Biker King
One of our advertisers, and Chapter
members, Biker King offers a wide
variety of high-quality Chapter I
clothing in various price ranges many featuring exclusive “Gold or
Black Glitz” (sparkling metal flake)
printing of logos and names. Order
just one ... or more!
Go to Biker King’s website to view the
selection, and pricing, of available
Chapter I gifts and wearables. Complete
your order online and have your items
delivered to your home … usually within
one week!
Biker King not only advertises here, but
also supports Chapter I by donating a
portion of your purchase price back to
the chapter.

Black Denim Vests
Brookville Motorsports, one of our
advertisers and Chapter members, now
stocks a very attractive black denim vest
in sizes S to 5XL. Contact Dale or Lisa at
814-849-0004 for current pricing and
availability. More
info concerning
these vests are on
the Chapter website
merchandise page.

GWRRA Chapters of the Pennsylvania District

GWRRA and Chapter I Bike Flags, Patches, Pins,
& Pin Locks! Contact Dave or Cindy Marconi at
raidersdavecindy@yahoo.com with inquiries and
orders. Payment due upon receipt of order.
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Pennsylvania
District Directors

be having the same payout for the daily
calendar and the same amount of payback to
the chapters that sell tickets as we did in 2015.
Again this year we hope to be as successful as
in years past with your help in selling tickets.
We are trying to get this together so we can
get the tickets to you as early as possible this
year.

Rick and Andi Riek
Autumn is fast approaching, and the summer
days of riding throughout the long evenings
are going to be soon lost. If you live in parts of
North America that don’t get the pleasure of
having a warm climate all year round, then it's
almost time to get your bike ready for its
winter hibernation. With the season change,
comes new conditions for motorcycle riders to
deal with. The weather around here is known
for mocking us with random blasts of heat in
the fall, but in reality, the trees are losing their
leaves, temperatures are on the decline and
daylight is dwindling away, fast.

Another thing that will be
coming soon is the end-ofyear paperwork. I know,
it's not a favorite of mine
either but it's a necessary
evil. I will put more
instructions and links to the
paperwork in the November
PA District newsletter. In
the meantime, maybe make yourself familiar
with the paperwork by going to the PA District
The Pennsylvania District is starting to work on website. It is listed under the Director tab
events coming up in 2016. Our PA District
named Officer Change Paperwork. If you have
meeting will be held on April 9, 2016 at
a new chapter director coming on board in
the Blue Knob Convention Center
January, make sure you work with that person
beginning at 11:00. We are putting together to make them comfortable with the necessary
an agenda so if you have something you would paperwork.
like discussed, please let us know. The chapter
directors, assistant chapter directors, MEC's,
We hope you had a great riding season this
educators, and treasurers are invited to
year. Andi and I tried to make it to as many
attend. Of course, if there is anybody else in
chapters as we could. I can tell you that no
your chapter that would like to attend, they
matter what chapter event we went to, we
are also welcome. Details will be sent after the were always welcomed and made to feel part
first of the year.
of the family. That is why we are proud to be
your District Directors.
Another event we are planning for is the PA
District Rally at the Ramada Inn and Golf As I mentioned earlier, just because fall is
Hotel in State College. As I write this,
starting does not mean riding stops. There are
vendors are being contacted and seminars are still some nice days left to take advantage of.
being planned. Andi and I are also looking
However, you need to be careful of the falling
forward to seeing what sports teams each
leaves on the roads. The color of the leaves
chapter has chosen and seeing the cheer they may be beautiful on the trees, but they are
create. The talent show is also something to
dangerous once they fall on the road. Wet
look forward to. Each year the acts get better
leaves on the road can be just as dangerous as
and better.
an icy patch.

We are working on getting
our annual District Fund
Raiser up and running
again for 2016. We are
planning on doing the same
fundraiser that we have
done in the past. It will be
a month-long calendar for September. We will

Just in case you haven't heard by now, the PA
District has added Harold and Diane
Jackson to the district team as assistant
district directors. With their help, we are
confident that this will help our
communications with our chapters. Check out
the district website and you will see the new
chapter assignments there. Andi and I, along
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with Jim and Diane Heffelfinger, and
Harold and Diane Jackson will be in contact
with you and your chapter just to say hello.
Remember… don’t be afraid to contact us if
you ever have any questions or concerns.

Cold Autumn Nights

Let me finish by offering you a few tips we
learned from Motorcycle Central for
motorcycle riding in Autumn to keep in
mind before getting out for those last
rides of 2015.

Leather and Heated Clothing Is Your
Best Friend

The weather is more
unpredictable this time of year. It
can go from chilly in the morning,
warm in the afternoon to below
freezing at night. Bringing extra
Just a reminder to watch for our 21 chapters’
newsletters. The chapter newsletter editors put layers with you is something to keep in mind.
Once the sun goes down, the temperature can
a lot of time and effort into their newsletters.
They also put a lot of information in them. You significantly drop and you don’t want to run
sure don’t want to miss anything. Some things into some unexpected mechanical problems
while under dressed. You may want to bring
they may be covering may be of interest to
your rain gear too because frigid rain can
you. Who knows, maybe - just maybe - you
cause hypothermia – and no one wants that.
might learn something.

The cool, crisp air is very exhilarating during
the Fall. Temperatures are much more
enjoyable to ride in compared to the heat
waves that occur in the Summer time. This is
the time of year when leather and heated gear
is truly is your best friend. Leather protects
you from the wind and heated gear will keep
you comfortably warm while riding.

Look Out For Wet—Or Dry—Leaves
Yes the leaves are full of color and look
beautiful in the Autumn season, but they are
hazardous to riders once they start to fall to
the ground, and potentially very dangerous.
Dry leaves can pile up on the road and cover
potholes or any other inconsistencies.

Frosty And Icy Surfaces

Cold Autumn nights only lead to one thing –
morning frost. It's important to be aware of
Rain or morning dew will bring a different kind frost on the roads in the early morning
because that pavement could have a thin
of hazard as they will create wet leaves
layer of ice above it which will force you
causing them to make a slick pavement
surface. This could make your bike slide on the to lose traction. Shaded areas will frost
up first so it's important to be
road so try and avoid these kind of situations
knowledgeable of your surroundings while
whenever you can. If you approach a pile of
cruising.
leaves on the road, try your best to drive
slowly until you’re past the obstacle.
In closing, Autumn can be the most
captivating time for riding. Traffic on the
Deer Season
back roads has decreased, the colors are
Deer are known for being more
full and the air is pure. Once the leaves
active in the Fall, whether they be
begin to drop, the landscapes become
searching for food or running away
more open. The new settings that come
from hunters pushing them into
with this season aren’t more
new areas. More collisions with
backbreaking compared to those of
deer happen during this season so
others, but you will need to
you don’t want one to come in your
be prepared for the
path while riding your motorcycle. Make sure
conditions to come.
you put on your protective gear before going
out for a ride, and always scan the road sides
Rick and Andi Riek
if you’re cruising in any rural areas. Stay alert
Pennsylvania District
during dusk and dawn as these are the times
of day when deer movement reaches its peak. Directors
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Assistant Chapter
Directors

It was a beautiful day and the temperature
was perfect. There were lots of people there
enjoying the fall colors of the canyon. After
spending some time there, we travelled Route
6 while I watched for someplace to get ice
cream. We kept passing spots that were
already closed for the season. I was getting
nervous when - finally - I spotted a place with
a big ice cream cone on top of the building and
told Ray to stop there!

Ray and Doreen
Snyder
Hi everyone!

It looks like the riding season is coming to an
end being in these last days of October. We
even had a bit of snow, but then got a couple
nice days afterwards, and were able to ride the After the ice cream break, we continued
bike after Ray got home for supper.
towards home while the sun was still high in
the sky. It disappeared quickly, though, as it
Looking back at the beginning of this month,
we had the Meet & Eat at the DuBois Diner. It got later and later.
was nice enough that we rode the bike, and
some others did too! It was well attended with
22 Chapter I members.

Our monthly chapter gathering was held on the
16th and there were 28 Chapter I members
who were joined by two guests...Harold and
Diane Jackson, the recently-appointed
Assistant District Directors for our chapter.

On Saturday, the 10th, we rode to Gravity Hill
with Terry Mauk leading the way. It was a
beautiful and colorful scenic day
as our group of six bikes made
their way through the hills and
valleys for approximately 280
miles! Lee used his can am to
test gravity … and it rolled him
up the road. Terry had a full
bottle of water rolling up the
road! Then Ray laid down on the
road, but it wouldn’t roll him!
Thank you, Terry for leading us
on a great ride!
The next morning, it was only 38
degrees when we left our house
to meet other bikes at the
DuBois Sears parking lot. Some
were shivering more than others
as we were getting ready to get
on the bikes. Lori was covered
from head to toe with only her
glasses showing!

Danise Hartle and Kathie
Simcox (our Ambassadors of Fun)
did a great job with game time
running a Halloween Bingo after
the group divided into small groups
to create a mummy! Check out the
photos on pages 6 - 8. I was dizzy
and sweating from one of the
games!
If you haven’t already heard, Ray
and I will take over as Chapter
Directors for 2016. Some other
people will be stepping into new
roles while others are keeping their
positions.

View of Pennsylvania
On November 7th, we hope to see
Grand Canyon at Leonard you at the Harvest Dinner at the
Doverspikes’ home, as we’ve done
Harrison State Park
in years past. We’ll be talking
about and assigning “parts” for the
Pennsylvania State Rally Talent Show. It
should be a lot of fun!

We had a total of seven bikes as Ray and I
lead the way to our first stop at Winslow Hill
where we saw a few elk before continuing on
our way. We ate lunch at a Greek/American
restaurant called “Georges” in Wellsboro
before going on to the Pennsylvania Grand
Canyon.

Stay warm & Be safe!

Ray and Doreen
Snyder
Assistant Chapter
Directors
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Yummy Mummy (Left)

Nancy Knarr (left) and Patty Croft
(right) think Larry croft is a
yummy ice cream cone!

Ronny Mummy (Below)

Linda Bish (left) and Doreen
Snyder (right) with Ronny
Mummy...er...Ron Bish

Mr. Mummy (Left)

Rich (left) and Lorrie (right)
starr watch their
Mr Mummy (Ray Snyder)
who is truly into the role!
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Spook Mummy (Right)

Paul (left) and Helen (right) Long
with their creation,
a.k.a. Robert Gunther

George

(Above)
Diane (left)
and Harold
(right)
Jackson
with their
mummy,
Dana Hartle

Flushin’
Flow

(Right)
George
Simcox
(left) beams
with pride
next to
Cindy and
Dave
Marconi
9

Mummy Dearest (Left)

John (left) and Don (right)
Marnati with their mummy,
Patti Marnati

Another
Mummy
Dearest

(Right)
Gary Schill
(left)
hugs his
mummy,
Pam
Crissman

Dizzy Lizzy (Above)

Pat Delo with her creators
Jim Delo (center) and Deb
Smith (right)
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you’ve no doubt seen some of the horrible getoffs that most of them have sooner or later.
The fact that they usually walk away with only
minor injuries (if any at all) should convince
you to always ride with proper equipment like
they do.

Chapter Educators
Lori and Gary Schill
Submitted by Gary Schill

Safety On The Cheap
Recently, I was reading an article by PA
Chapter T’s Educators Gary and Suzan
Yoder. (Many other Chapters’ newsletters are
shared across the state...you may want to take
advantage of that.) The article was about
avoiding motorcycle rear-enders. In the article,
Gary mentioned something I have been doing
for quite some time- manually blinking the
brake lights. A lightbulb then lit in my mind to
write this article along with a few extra ideas.

But, back to the subject of this article. Here
are some tips to avoid those dreaded rearenders:
Just before, or as you begin to slow down for a
stop, you might want to do a little weaving in
your lane to help draw attention of the traffic
behind you.

As Chapter T’s Gary mentioned, blinking your
brake lights upon approaching a stop
Safety does not have to be expensive,
works great (for those who do not have “back
although spending your money on proper
-off” lighting). This Gary simply pulls in his
riding jackets with armor and padding, boots,
front brake lever - just hard enough to blink
gloves, and other safety items is always worth the lights several times - before having them
the investment. Many of us have not been
on more steadily right before the stop.
involved in a serious accident. Although minor
mishaps and incidents may have occurred, the Make sure you apply the brakes lightly to blink
one nobody wants to have is always possible.
them, especially if rounding a corner just
It could be just be around the next corner. If
before a stop. You don’t want to end up
you ever watched motorcycle road racing,
skidding a tire (if using the rear brake ), or
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worse yet, going over the bars from too much
front brake.
When coming to a stop, you also need to
leave enough room in front of you for two
reasons. The first, is to provide an escape
route in case the vehicle behind does not see
that you have stopped. I sometimes even
position or aim my bike to what I feel is the
best side to make a quick move in case of an
apparent rear-ender possibility. The other
reason is, believe it or not, if you are rear
ended and then pushed into the vehicle in
front of you, there’s a very good possibility
that YOU will be held responsible for damage
to that vehicle. You could even receive a
citation for it.
Have eyes in the back of your head, or
otherwise use those mirrors to make sure
the vehicles behind you are slowing. I try to
keep an eye on the second vehicle behind me
as well. If he or she doesn’t stop, I could still
be involved in a chain-reaction collision.

As an additional safety measure, you may
want to consider replacing at least your
rear brake light bulbs with LED’s if you
don’t already have
those. LED light bulbs
more instantly come to
full brightness and
attract attention sooner
than a standard
incandescent bulb. To
increase the visibility of
Tower LED...best
my bike, I even added
for motorcycles
an additional LED light
strip on the inside of my
trunk lights that extends the width of the
trunk. When using LED’s, make sure the color
of the LED is the same color as the lens you
are placing it behind. Using
a white LED on a red or
yellow lens will show as a
white spot in the middle of
that lens and reduce the
effectiveness of the lens
color. Also, use “tower”
LED’s, not LED’s with all
Flat LED...not
the LED bulbs facing one
suitable for
way. This may work on
motorcycles
some cars, but will reduce
the effectiveness on most
motorcycle lights as
they require light
more the whole way
around the lens and
not in just one
direction.

Gary Schill
Chapter Educator
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up on Saturday, November 7th at Gary and
Carol Doverspike’s. This is always a great
time to get together with our Chapter I friends,
enjoy delicious food, and be thankful for all of
our blessings.

2015 Chapter I
Couple Of The Year
Jim and Pat Delo
A Great Big “BOO” To
Everyone!

Until our paths cross, remember…
Fun, Safety and Knowledge.

Well another month is gone, and unless we
really have a change of weather, so is the
riding season. With all the leaves falling and
the rain, if you do get a nice day and go out,
please be extra careful.

Jim and Pat Delo
Chapter I COY

The Halloween Party at the Simcox Party
Barn was this past weekend. Because of a
stomach bug, we were unable to attend. As
usual, I’m sure George and Kathy Sincox
went way above and beyond to put on a super
evening for all to enjoy. I can’t wait to meet up
with the group and hear of all the fun we
missed.
Don’t forget the “Fall Harvest Dinner” coming
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Chapter Advertising
Coordinators/
Webmaster

change. Many people do not like to do some
things more than a few times in their lives.
Shopping for insurance is one of them.

Gary and Lori Schill

Here’s how it typically goes. You shop for
insurance, and find the best rate for the
coverage you think you need. You buy the
insurance. You assume that your new insurer
will always have the best rate, so you simply
renew the policy for years to come.

Insurance Checkup
Submitted by Gary Schill
This is a recycled article from a few years ago.
The points are still valid, and members (old
and new) may benefit.
You may think that this article tries to answer
the questions…
“Do I have enough insurance?”
“Are my limits high enough?”

The truth is, most insurances are underwritten,
which (I was told) means that your rate is
subject to various criteria such as where you
live, what you’re insuring, or even how the
underwriter feels, or what they are told about
you.

Let’s say that when you shopped for your
insurance years ago, you planned to take that
Well...No, it’s much simpler than that.
quote and compare it to your current policy or
Although the above questions are important,
this article is all about the bottom line: money. to other quotes that you received.

You may have heard before that you should
check your insurance options, or get some
current quotes and compare that to what you
are paying for your coverage. You may have
had a good rate when you bought your
insurance (home, car, motorcycle, health, or
whatever) when you purchased it
a few to several years ago. But
things can change.

Even if you didn’t tell the quoting agent what
you were paying for existing coverage, they
can make a very good educated guess using
their tools of the trade. The agent then offers
you insurance at a cost just slightly less than
you currently pay. Happily, you sign the
papers, then renew the policy for years while
the rate steadily increases.
Remember...the insurance
companies know that you (like
everyone else) do not want to
shop all over again, and it’s just
easier to pay the premium.

If this is the case with you, read
on. Be prepared to possibly (or
probably) save money. And I
don’t mean just a few dollars, but
as much as hundreds of dollars
per year, or even each month!

Over time, laws and regulations change.
Competition rises. As a result, new policies and
rates become available that weren’t available
No, a spam bot did not find its way onto our
Chapter newsletter, and this is not some sugar at the time you purchased your insurance. Do
you think the insurance companies are going
-coated advertisement from an overseas
to tell you that better rates or levels of
“agency.” This is from Lori’s and my personal
experience. We can vouch for the savings you insurance are now available? No way Jose! As
long as you are willing to keep paying more,
are about to read about. While an individual’s
they are very willing to accept the money and
situation and location will affect insurance
keep their mouth shut. So, what do you do?
rates, this should apply to everyone.
One very important suggestion to save
money:
Do NOT marry your insurance! Insurance
companies know that people do not like

I would suggest that every few years, you visit
your insurance agent, or better yet several,
and have them quote you a new price for
insurance. Have an apple-to-apple comparison
if you can. You may be able to combine policies
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(like a home and motorcycle, for example) to
save even more. There is no guarantee that
will happen, but it’s worth investigating.
Sometimes, you can save more by having
insurance with different companies.

her auto insurance, she went from Erie to the
Hartford, and saved $182 a year. Myself? I
changed commercial insurance from Allstate to
Brethren Mutual and Penn National. With my
commercial insurance at Brethren, and my
personal insurance at Penn National, I ended
up with better coverage and saved $427!

In the case of health insurance (if you’re not
insured by your employer, or are
self-employed), have your agent
With health insurance, I found even
review what’s currently available.
more dramatic savings. A new multi
Your health condition or
-tiered plan that was not available
prescription requirements may
when I took out my last policy
have changed (improved) over the
several years ago saved me $459 a
years, which may also mean lower
month! Yes, that’s right, slightly
rates. Even, if your health
over $5,500 a year!
condition has deteriorated some,
So...the tip of the century may very well be: If
you don’t have to take the new insurance, if
it’s a higher rate. Just keep what you currently you haven’t checked insurance options lately,
by all means, do so very soon! You could save
have.
hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars every
Now, what have Lori and I saved by doing this? year.
Lori switched from Progressive, who usually
Gary Schill
has good rates, to Safeco and saved $12 a
year, not a lot, but savings none-the-less. For Advertising Coordinator/Webmaster
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November 2015
SUNDAY
1

MONDAY
2

TUESDAY
3

WEDNESDAY
4

THURSDAY
5

FRIDAY
6

General
Election Day
8

9

10

SATURDAY
7

Fall Harvest
Dinner
11

12

13

14

19

20

21

Veterans' Day
15

16

17

18

PA-I Gathering
22

23

24

25

Newsletter
Submissions
Due!
29

26

27

28

Thanksgiving
N.6 Report
Due!

30

Notes: Start planning now for December 12…PA-I Christmas Party!
It’s an UGLY sweater extravaganza!

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD - Remember To Vote!
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH -6:00 pm - Fall Harvest Dinner at Gary & Carol Doverspike's,
369 Upper Mudlic Road, Mayport
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH - Veterans' Day. Thank You, Veterans…Past, Present, and Future!
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH - Chapter I Gathering - Everyone is welcome! Dinner on your own at 6:30 pm.
Gathering begins at 7:30 pm. Hoss's Steak & Sea House, Liberty Boulevard, DuBois
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25TH - Chapter I Newsletter Submission Are Due! Have something to publish in
next month's Chapter I Newsletter? Contact wingnutlori@gmail.com
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26TH - Happy Thanksgiving!
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26TH - N.6 Reports Are Due!
NOTE: Chapter I's Christmas Party is scheduled for Saturday, December 12th. Dig out your best "ugly"
Christmas sweater for the event! Don't have one? Start crafting yours now using a sweatshirt or T-shirt!
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Birthdays

Anniversaries

11…Venton Hetrick
12…Gary Doverspike
16…Bill Zortman
27…Kathie Simcox
27…Larry Pounds
30…Holly Stitt

6…Tom & Lois Conner
10...Clyde & Patti Burkley
21…Dave & Cindy Marconi
22…Ron & Linda Bish

Have you enrolled
in the GWRRA
“Levels Program?”

Thinking of You ...

Contact the Chapter
Educator to enroll
now!

Please keep
Debbie Carlson
in your thought and
prayers as she
continues to recover
from recent surgery.

Are you “current”
in the Levels
Program?
Check your status at: www.gwrra.org.
On the Rider Education page, click on
“My R.E. Information” and log in to see
where you stand.
Watch for announcements here and in
your email inbox about upcoming
education opportunities!

SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS !
The advertisements in this newsletter
have been purchased by businesses that
support our chapter.

We encourage you to accept the
challenge to make the commitment, learn
the skills, and apply what you learn so
that you can make motorcycling safer,
increase your riding skills, and make
other drivers more aware of motorcycles.

We encourage you to thank them by
giving them your business, whenever
possible. Be sure to tell them that you
saw their ads in the
PA Chapter I newsletter!

Safety doesn’t happen by accident!
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From The
Recipe Box

Directions:

Submitted by
Patty Croft

2. Grease 13” X 9” Baking pan and set aside.

Yum! ‘Nuff Said.

Banana-Split Brownies
Prep time 45 minutes
Makes 2 dozen.

Ingredients (Brownie Bottom)


8 ounces semi-sweet chocolate chips



3/4 cup butter, cubed



3 eggs



2 cups sugar



1 teaspoon vanilla extract



1 cup - plus 2 tablespoons all-purpose flour



1 cup maraschino cherries, chopped

Ingredients (Topping)


8 ounces cream cheese



1/2 cup mashed ripe banana
(about 1 medium banana)



1/3 cup strawberry preserves



1 egg, lightly beaten



1/4 cup chopped salted peanuts

1. Preheat oven 350 degrees.

3. In microwave, melt chocolate and butter, stir until
smooth.
4. In large bowl, beat eggs and sugar on high speed
for 10 minutes. Stir in vanilla and chocolate
mixture.
5. Gradually stir in flour. Fold in cherries. Spread into
greased 13” x 9” baking dish.

6. In a new bowl, beat cream cheese until smooth.
Beat in mashed banana and strawberry preserves.
Add egg and beat on low speed just until blended.
7. Spread over brownie batter and sprinkle with
chopped peanuts.
8. Bake 40-45 minutes or until topping is set and
toothpick inserted in brownie portion comes out
mostly clean. Cool completely on wire rack.
9. Cut into bars.
For a nicer presentation, serve topped with sliced
bananas and additional chopped cherries.
Store leftovers (if there are any!)
in refrigerator .
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